
Designation: E3003 − 15

Standard Practice for
Body Armor Wearer Measurement and Fitting of Armor1

This standard is issued under the fixed designation E3003; the number immediately following the designation indicates the year of
original adoption or, in the case of revision, the year of last revision. A number in parentheses indicates the year of last reapproval. A
superscript epsilon (´) indicates an editorial change since the last revision or reapproval.

1. Scope

1.1 This practice provides measurement and fit guidance for
soft ballistic-resistant or stab-resistant body armor, or both,
covering the torso. Proper measurement of the wearer and
fitting of armor to that individual are necessary to obtain
sufficient coverage of the torso and vital organs while allowing
the full range of motion required for officer operations.

1.2 This practice is primarily directed toward law enforce-
ment and corrections officers and addresses measurements for
and fit of concealable (normal duty) body armor worn under or
over the uniform for both male and female wearers. This
practice addresses only body armor composed of front and
back protective panels contained within a carrier that positions
and holds the panels on the torso.

1.3 Female wearers require more measurements than male
wearers to achieve proper armor fit; therefore, the minimum
required measurements are specified individually for males and
females.

1.4 In addition to the required measurements, optional
measurements are recommended when necessary to accommo-
date the wearer’s body shape and dimensions.

1.5 Measurement guidance is provided in Section 5 of this
practice. Section 5 may also be used to train individuals on
proper measurement techniques.

1.6 In addition to measurement guidance, this practice
provides two tools for assessing armor relative to the intended
wearer:

(1) Comparison of wearer measurements and armor mea-
surements in Section 6.

(2) Personal armor fit assessment in Section 7.

1.7 Units—English units are specified in this standard to be
consistent with measurement units used in the United States
body armor community. Approximate values in SI units are
given in parentheses.

1.8 This standard does not purport to address all of the
safety concerns, if any, associated with its use. It is the

responsibility of the user of this standard to establish appro-
priate safety and health practices and determine the applica-
bility of regulatory limitations prior to use.

2. Referenced Documents

2.1 ASTM Standards:2

D5219 Terminology Relating to Body Dimensions for Ap-
parel Sizing

E3005 Terminology for Body Armor
F1731 Practice for Body Measurements and Sizing of Fire

and Rescue Services Uniforms and Other Thermal Hazard
Protective Clothing

3. Terminology

3.1 Definitions of Terms Specific to This Standard:
3.1.1 apex, n—the greatest protrusion of the breast as seen

from the side (Terminology D5219). (See Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.)

3.1.2 armhole, n—in garment construction, the area of a
garment through which the arm passes or into which a sleeve
is fitted. (Practice F1731 – 96 (2013))

3.1.3 back break-point, n—the location on the back of the
torso where the arm separates from the body (Terminology
D5219). See Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

3.1.4 back width, n—the horizontal distance straight across
the back of the torso at the level of the back break-points; for
the purposes of this practice, the back width measurement is
defined to be the same value as the chest width measurement.
See Fig. 3.

3.1.5 body armor, n—an item of personal protective equip-
ment intended to protect the wearer from threats that may
include ballistic threats, stabbing, fragmentation, or blunt
impact. (Terminology E3005)

3.1.5.1 Discussion—Law enforcement and corrections offi-
cers typically refer to body armor as a vest.

3.1.6 bust point to bust point, n—the horizontal distance
from apex to apex. (Adapted from Terminology D5219.) See
Fig. 4.

1 This practice is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee E54 on Homeland
Security Applications and is the direct responsibility of Subcommittee E54.04 on
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).
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3.1.7 bust point to side seam, n—on either side of the body,
the horizontal distance from apex to the midpoint between
front break-point and back break-point. See Fig. 4.

FIG. 1 Female Torso Body Landmarks

FIG. 2 Male Torso Body Landmarks

FIG. 3 Chest and Back Widths
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3.1.8 cervicale, n—the superior palpable point of the spine
of the seventh cervical (C7) vertebra. (Anthropometric Survey
(ANSUR) II Pilot Study: Methods and Summary Statistics)3;
the most protruding vertebrae at the back of the base of the
neck. Refer to Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

3.1.9 chest/bust girth, n—the horizontal circumference
around the torso, taken under the arms and at the level of the
apex. (Terminology D5219.) See Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 showing the
location of this measurement.

3.1.10 chest width, n—the horizontal distance straight
across the chest between the front break-points. Refer to Fig. 3
for the location of this measurement.

3.1.11 chest width, shooting stance, n—the horizontal dis-
tance straight across the chest between the front break-points,
taken while the wearer is in the preferred handgun shooting
stance. See shooting stance.

3.1.12 clavicle, n—the long curved bone that connects the
upper part of the breastbone with the shoulder blade at the top
of each shoulder; the clavicle may also be referred to as the
collarbone. See Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 showing the location of the
clavicle.

3.1.13 concealable armor, n—vest designed to be worn
under the shirt (uniform or undercover) or in a carrier that
looks like a uniform shirt so that it is not easily seen.
(Terminology E3005.)

3.1.14 duty belt, n—a belt worn around the waist by law
enforcement and corrections personnel to which essential
equipment is attached.

3.1.15 fit, n—the quality, state, or manner in which the
length and closeness of clothing, when worn, relates to the
human body. (Practice F1731 – 96 (2013)); a characteristic of
an individual body armor relative to the wearer that encom-
passes coverage, comfort, and functionality.

3.1.16 front break-point, n—the location on the front of the
torso where the arm separates from the torso (Terminology
D5219). Refer to Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

3.1.17 front center length, n—the vertical distance from the
bottom of the suprasternal notch to the top of the duty belt. See
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for the location of this measurement.

3.1.18 front lateral length, n—the vertical distance from the
top of the clavicle over the bust point to the top of the duty belt.
See Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for the location of this measurement.

3.1.19 shooting stance, n—body and arm positioning of a
shooter relative to the target when preparing to fire a handgun;
four types of shooting stances are typical for law enforcement.

3.1.19.1 isosceles stance, n—a shooting stance in which the
individual is directly facing or squared up to the target, with
feet shoulder width apart, and is aiming the handgun with both
arms held toward the target and parallel to the ground.

3.1.19.2 modern isosceles stance, n—a stance in which the
individual is directly facing or squared up to the target, with
feet shoulder width apart, and aiming the handgun with both
arms straight and both shoulders rolled forward.

3.1.19.3 modified Weaver stance, n—a stance in which the
individual is directly facing or squared up to the target, with
feet shoulder width apart and is aiming the handgun with the
primary arm held straight toward the target and parallel to the
ground and the support arm elbow bent toward the ground.

3.1.19.4 Weaver stance—a stance in which the individual
faces the target at an angle with the primary foot back and is
aiming the handgun with the primary arm held straight toward
the target and parallel to the ground and the support arm elbow
bent toward the ground.

3.1.20 suprasternal notch, n—the depression in the top of
the sternum between its articulations with the two clavicles;
called also jugular notch (Merriam-Webster); the notch at the
top of the sternum. See Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

3.1.21 torso, n—the human trunk. (Practice F1731 – 96
(2013))

3.1.22 torso girth, n—the largest horizontal circumferential
measurement around the torso below the rib cage near the
waist; this measurement is not necessarily the wearer’s belt
size or waist size. See Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 for the location of this
measurement.3 Available from www.dtic.mil/cgi-bin/GetTRDoc?AD=ADA498172.

FIG. 4 Female Torso Front and Side Measurements
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3.1.23 underarm vertical length, n—the vertical distance
between the armpit and the top of the duty belt measured while
the wearer is seated. See Fig. 4 for the location of this
measurement.

3.1.24 underarm vertical length, adjusted, n—the measured
underarm vertical length minus approximately 3 in. (7.6 cm).
See Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

3.1.25 under-bust girth, n—the horizontal circumference
around the torso under the arms and bust (Terminology
D5219). See Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 for the under-bust girth
measurement location.

3.1.26 vest, n—a type of body armor intended to protect the
wearer’s torso (Terminology E3005).

3.1.27 waist, n—in anatomy, the part of the body at the
location between the lowest rib and hip identified by bending
the body to the side. (Practice F1731 – 96 (2013))

4. Significance and Use

4.1 Properly sized and fitted body armor enhances the safety
and performance of the wearer by providing protection while
not restricting movement. Having body armor that fits well
begins with appropriate and accurate measurements. The

FIG. 5 Male Torso Vertical Measurements

FIG. 6 Female Torso Vertical Measurements

FIG. 7 Front Panel Measurements
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measurement guidance of this practice will facilitate consis-
tency of measurement across the body armor industry and will
help wearers understand proper measurements.

4.2 Accurate measurements do not necessarily result in
well-fitting armor, so this practice goes a step further by
providing (1) a method for assessing how closely an armor
matches the corresponding wearer measurements, and (2) a
description of well-fitting armor along with a personal armor fit
assessment that the wearer can do for himself/herself.

4.3 The measurement and fitting guidance specifically ad-
dresses officer-stated requirements for side overlap of front and
back body armor panels, minimizing the armhole opening,
eliminating any “V” gap (or similar) between the front and
back panels, and providing vertical coverage on the front torso
from the “2nd uniform shirt button to 2 to 3 finger widths above
duty belt.” Those requirements were considered in the devel-
opment of this practice and the definition of measurements that
can be consistently made for any individual.

4.4 This practice describes measurements for the front,
back, and sides of the wearer, in addition to girth
measurements, to achieve proper sizing of front and back
panels and proper fit of the complete armor.

4.5 This practice can be used to train individuals on proper
measurement techniques and to train wearers on proper fitting
of body armor.

5. Measurement Procedures

5.1 Apparatus:
5.1.1 Chair for Seated Position Measurements—The recom-

mended chair shall be a rigid, non-adjustable chair, having a
back and a flat, rigid seat, and resting on flat surface. The chair
should have no arm rests.

5.1.2 Markers—The use of markers to identify the location
of relevant body landmarks on the wearer is recommended to
facilitate the measurement process, and the markers should
remain in place during all measurements. The remainder of the
document refers to these markers; if the measurer chooses not
to use the markers, he/she is responsible for accurately locating
the body landmarks referred to.

5.1.2.1 Chest/bust Girth Marker—A length of stretchable
cord, twine, narrow masking tape, or other thin material (for
example, elastic) for encircling the torso and marking the
chest/bust girth level. The ends of the material should be joined
at the back of the body using removable clips, and the marker

should be positioned appropriately across the front of the body
by the wearer. The measurer should ensure that the marker is
level horizontally around the body. See Fig. 4, Fig. 5, or Fig. 6.

5.1.2.2 Side Marker—A length of cord, twine, narrow mask-
ing tape, or other thin material (could be elastic but need not be
stretchy) for marking the midpoint between the front and back
break-points on one side of the body. The marker should be
held vertically in place between the chest/bust girth marker and
the duty belt. The measurer should ensure that the side marker
is perpendicular to the chest/bust girth marker.

5.1.3 Tape Measure—The tape used shall be flexible and
non-stretchable, have a length of at least 60 in. (1.5 m), with at
least 1⁄4-in. or mm divisions. An anthropometric tape, such as
Lafayette Instrument model J00305 or equivalent, is
recommended, but a tailor’s tape may also be used. Prior to
using any flexible tape for making measurements, a verification
check is recommended to check that the tape has not stretched
since the last use and may be done by comparing the flexible
tape measure to a non-stretchable tape, such as a Lufkin model
L610 steel tape or equivalent.

5.1.4 Weighing Scale—A bathroom scale shall be used for
weighing, if weight is unknown, and the scale shall have the
capability to be zeroed prior to weighing, shall provide weight
in units of pounds or kilograms, shall indicate weight to at least
the nearest pound or kilogram, and shall have weight capacity
appropriate for the individual being weighed. If better quality
than a bathroom scale is available, such as a medical or fitness
scale, it is acceptable to use such a scale for measurements,
given that the other requirements of this section are met.

5.2 Measurement Skill, Accuracy, and Cautions:
5.2.1 Measurement Skill—Individuals making measure-

ments must have a complete understanding of this practice and
demonstrate their ability to make accurate measurements.
(Adapted from Practice F1731 – 96 (2013).)

5.2.2 Measurement Accuracy—Measurement accuracy de-
pends on (1) the skill of the individual doing the measuring, (2)
the condition of the equipment being used for making
measurements, and (3) the level of cooperation from the
subject being measured. Reliable measurements can be made
only when all of the above variables are controlled. (Adapted
from Practice F1731 – 96 (2013).) The body measurements
described in this practice cannot be made accurately on oneself
but require another individual as the measurer.

5.2.3 Cautions:
5.2.3.1 When measuring female officers, care should be

taken to make appropriate measurements from behind with the
wearer adjusting the tape over her chest.

5.2.3.2 When measuring officers and discussing their
measurements, care should be taken to be sensitive to the
desire for privacy of body measurements.

5.3 Preparation for Measuring the Wearer:
5.3.1 The type of clothing worn during measuring can

influence the accuracy of the measurements, and the following
clothing and equipment shall be worn during measuring:

5.3.1.1 Uniformed officers being measured for concealable
body armor worn under the uniform shirt shall wear a snugly
fitting T-shirt, duty pants, duty belt with their typical gear
installed (for example, weapon, magazine pouch, restraints),

FIG. 8 Back Panel Measurements
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inner belt (if normally worn), and keepers. The position of the
duty belt on the wearer shall be as is typically worn, and the
position should not be artificially adjusted. Females shall wear
the type of bra that they usually wear on duty.

5.3.1.2 Uniformed officers being measured for concealable
body armor worn over the uniform shirt in an outer carrier shall
wear the uniform shirt, a T-shirt (if normally worn), duty pants,
duty belt with their typical gear installed (for example, weapon,
magazine pouch, restraints), inner belt (if normally worn), and
keepers. The position of the duty belt on the wearer shall be as
is typically worn, and the position should not be artificially
adjusted. Females shall wear the type of bra that they usually
wear on duty.

5.3.1.3 Non-uniformed personnel (for example, special
agents, detectives) being measured for concealable body armor
worn under the outermost shirt shall wear a snugly fitting
T-shirt, pants, and a belt that are representative of what is worn
on duty. The position of the belt on the wearer shall be as is
typically worn, and the position should not be artificially
adjusted. Females shall wear the type of bra that they usually
wear on duty.

5.3.2 Markers should be appropriately placed on the wearer.
Refer to 5.1.2. The chest/bust girth marker should be put in
place and positioned with the aid of the wearer, especially
across the front of the body. The measurer should adjust the
position properly on the sides and back.

5.3.3 All linear and circumferential measurements shall be
taken to the nearest 1⁄4 in. or cm.

NOTE 1—One cm is not equivalent to 1⁄4 in. but is sufficient for these
measurements.

5.3.4 For all measurements, the wearer shall breathe nor-
mally without holding the breath and shall not hold in the
stomach.

5.3.5 For all measurements requiring the wearer to be in a
standing position, except chest width, the wearer shall stand
with feet shoulder width apart, facing forward, arms relaxed
down at the sides, and looking straight ahead. For chest width,
shooting stance, the wearer shall assume his/her preferred
shooting stance with the hands touching as if holding a
handgun. If the wearer does not carry a handgun during normal
duties, the arms shall be extended in front of the body and
parallel to each other and to the floor.

5.3.6 For all measurements requiring the wearer to be in a
seated position, the wearer shall sit straight up in a natural
comfortable position, facing forward and looking straight
ahead with feet apart flat on the floor and arms relaxed at sides.
If the chair has arm rests, the individual being measured should
not place either arm on the arm rests but have arms relaxed at
the sides.

5.4 Measuring the Wearer:
5.4.1 Weight—The measurer shall record the wearer’s

weight in pounds or kilograms and to the nearest pound or
kilogram (for example, 125 lb or 57 kg) either by having the
wearer specify his or her known weight or weighing the
wearer. If the wearer needs to be weighed, the measurer shall
ensure that the scale is set to zero initially and record the
weight of the wearer to the nearest pound or kilogram. If the

wearer is a uniformed officer and is being weighed, ensure that
the officer removes the duty belt prior to being weighed.

5.4.2 Female Wearers Only: Bust Point to Bust Point—The
wearer shall align the tape appropriately from bust point to bust
point and hold the tape in position while the measurer records
the value. Refer to Fig. 4 for the location of this measurement.

5.4.3 Female Wearers Only: Bust Point to Side Seam—The
wearer shall align the tape appropriately from bust point to the
side marker and hold the tape in position while the measurer
records the value.

NOTE 2—If holding the tape in position is difficult for the wearer, the
measurer may assist in holding the end of the tape in line with the side
marker so that the wearer can lower her arm. Refer to Fig. 4 for the
location of this measurement.

5.4.4 Chest/Bust Girth—With the wearer’s arms raised
slightly away from the sides, the measurer shall wrap the tape
around the torso horizontally under the arms and aligned with
the chest/bust girth marker. The measurer should stand behind
the wearer to take the measurement, and the wearer should
position the tape correctly across the front of the chest. Once
the tape is in place, the wearer shall lower the arms to his or her
sides, and the measurement shall be taken, ensuring that the
tape is snug around the torso. Refer to Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 for the
location of this measurement.

5.4.5 Female Wearers Only: Under-Bust Girth—With the
wearer’s arms raised slightly away from the sides, the measurer
shall wrap the tape around the rib cage horizontally under the
arms and under the bust. The measurer should stand behind the
wearer to take the measurement, and the wearer should
position the tape correctly under the bust. Once the tape is in
place, the wearer shall lower the arms to her sides, and the
measurement shall be taken, ensuring that the tape is snug
around the torso and horizontally level. Refer to Fig. 1 for the
location of this measurement.

5.4.6 Torso Girth—With the wearer standing, the measurer
shall wrap the tape around the torso at the largest circumfer-
ence below the rib cage and near the waist, keeping the tape
horizontally level. Once the tape is in place, the measurement
shall be taken ensuring that the tape is snug around the torso
and that the wearer is breathing normally and keeping the torso
muscles relaxed. Refer to Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 for the location of
this measurement.

5.4.7 Chest Width—With the wearer standing with arms
down at sides, the measurer shall measure the horizontal
distance straight across the front of the chest between the front
break-points. Refer to Fig. 3 for the location of this measure-
ment.

5.4.8 Chest Width, Shooting Stance—With the wearer posi-
tioned in his/her preferred shooting stance, the measurer shall
measure the horizontal distance straight across the front of the
chest at the front break-point.

5.4.9 Back Width—Back width is not measured in this
version of the practice because there is not a body landmark on
the back of the torso that facilitates consistent measurement.
The value for chest width shall be recorded as the back width.
Refer to Fig. 3.

5.4.10 Underarm Vertical Length—With the wearer in a
seated position and the right arm slightly raised to the side, the
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measurer shall place a plastic ruler under the arm where the
arm joins the torso, ensuring the ruler is horizontally level. The
wearer shall lower the right arm trapping the ruler. The top of
the ruler corresponds to the armpit location. The measurer shall
measure the vertical length straight from the armpit to the top
of the duty belt. Refer to Fig. 4 for the location of this
measurement.

5.4.11 Front Center Length – Standing—The measurer shall
measure vertically from the bottom of the wearer’s suprasternal
notch to the top of the duty belt. Refer to Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for
this measurement location.

5.4.12 Front Lateral Length – Standing—The measurer
shall measure vertically, following the body, from the top of the
wearer’s clavicle over the bust point to the top of the duty belt.
The wearer shall position the tape correctly over the bust point.
Refer to Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for this measurement location.

5.4.13 Female Wearers Only: Front Lateral Length from the
Top of Clavicle to the Bust Point – Standing—The measurer
shall measure vertically, following the body, from the top of the
wearer’s clavicle to the bust point. The wearer shall position
the tape correctly over the bust point. Refer to Fig. 6.

5.4.14 Front Center Length – Seated—The wearer shall be
seated during this measurement. The measurer shall measure
vertically, following the body, from the bottom of the wearer’s
suprasternal notch to the top of the duty belt.

5.4.15 Front Lateral Length – Seated—The wearer shall be
seated during this measurement. The measurer shall measure
vertically, following the body, from the top of the wearer’s
clavicle over the bust point to top of the duty belt. The wearer
shall position the tape correctly over the bust point.

5.4.16 Female Wearers Only: Front Lateral Length from the
Top of the Clavicle to Bust Point – Seated—The wearer shall be
seated during this measurement. The measurer shall measure
vertically, following the body, from the top of the wearer’s
clavicle to the bust point. The wearer shall position the tape
correctly over the bust point.

5.4.17 Back Length—The measurer shall measure the verti-
cal distance from the top of the wearer’s cervicale (C7
vertabra) to the top of the duty belt in the back. See Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6.

5.4.18 Female Wearers Only: Type of Bra—The measurer
shall ask the wearer to specify the type of bra typically worn as
either (1) sports bra or (2) non-sports bra.

5.5 Documentation:
5.5.1 For each individual being measured, the following

information shall be recorded on a data sheet: information
about the wearer, the measurer, the specific body armor model
or supplier, and clothing worn during measurement and the
actual measurements. A sample data sheet for recording the
above information for male wearers is provided in Appendix
X1. A sample data sheet for recording the above information
for female wearers is provided in Appendix X2.

5.5.2 It is recommended that purchasers (agencies or indi-
viduals) require suppliers to perform measurements as speci-
fied in this practice and to provide a data sheet for each wearer
containing the details shown in Appendix X1 or Appendix X2
as a part of the purchase agreement for body armor.

6. Comparison of Wearer Measurement and Body Armor
Measurements

6.1 Overview:
6.1.1 It would be advantageous to be able to compare how

closely the dimensions of an armor will match the dimensions
of the wearer prior to manufacturing or procuring the armor.
There are six wearer measurements that can be compared to
corresponding armor measurements, and this section provides
a tool for making that comparison.

6.1.2 The measurements that can be directly compared for a
wearer and his/her body armor are noted below:

6.1.2.1 Chest width, shooting stance.
6.1.2.2 Front center length – seated.
6.1.2.3 Front lateral length – seated.
6.1.2.4 Underarm vertical length, adjusted (that is, the

measured underarm vertical length minus 3 in.).
6.1.2.5 Back width (same as chest width).
6.1.2.6 Back Length.
6.1.3 It is recommended that the comparison of a wearer’s

measurements and armor measurements be used as part of the
procurement process for purchasing new or replacement armor.
Prior to making the decision to purchase a specific armor
model, the purchaser (agency or individual) could require the
body armor supplier to measure the wearer as specified in
Section 5 of this practice and provide the required measure-
ment comparison data as specified in this section.

6.2 Method:
6.2.1 Wearer Measurements—These measurements shall be

copied from the wearer measurement sheet onto the compari-
son of wearer measurements and armor measurements sheet,
except for underarm vertical length, adjusted. (Underarm
vertical length, adjusted is derived from the underarm vertical
length, which is on the wearer measurement sheet.) See
Appendix X3 for a sample comparison of wearer measure-
ments and armor measurements sheet.

6.2.2 Armor Measurements—These measurements shall be
taken on the front and rear armor panels in the locations
corresponding to where the measurements are made on the
wearer’s body. See Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. These measurements shall
be documented on the comparison sheet.

6.2.3 Comparison—The wearer and armor measurements
shall be compared, and an explanation of any differences
between the respective measurements shall be indicated on the
comparison sheet.

6.2.3.1 Discussion—Although a wearer’s measurements and
the armor measurements are not expected to be an exact match,
the goal is to facilitate the selection of an armor style or model
that matches the wearer to fit as closely as possible without
restricting movement.

6.2.3.2 Discussion—This comparison will be useful in de-
termining whether sizes offered by a manufacturer are a good
match for a specific individual.

7. Personal Armor Fit Assessment

7.1 Overview:
7.1.1 The purpose of this assessment is to assist an officer in

determining how well his/her body armor fits. Proper fit is a
balance of coverage, comfort and functionality. For example,
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too little coverage may feel comfortable and allow great
functionality but offer insufficient protection to the wearer.
Performing the personal armor fit assessment helps the user
evaluate this balance and will reveal issues that may not be
otherwise obvious to the wearer.

7.1.2 The assessment should be performed upon receipt of a
new armor. Any observed problems noted during the assess-
ment may be an indication that the armor has not been properly
fitted for the officer, and problems should be brought to the
attention of supervisors.

7.1.3 The assessment may be performed any time the
wearer’s body measurements have significantly changed.

7.1.4 Well-fitting armor exhibits the characteristics listed
below:

7.1.4.1 Does not restrict breathing.
7.1.4.2 Allows wearer to assume the preferred handgun

shooting stance with minimal to no bicep rubbing or
discomfort, tingling in arms or hands, or interference with
arms.

7.1.4.3 Allows wearer to shoulder a long gun with minimal
to no bicep rubbing or discomfort, tingling in arms or hands, or
interference with arms.

7.1.4.4 Allows the wearer to perform typical officer move-
ments (for example, squatting, sitting, kneeling, running) with
minimal pinching at sides, pinching at the duty belt, or
interference at neck or arms.

7.1.4.5 Allows the wearer to reach equipment located at the
center back of the duty belt with minimal interference at the
arms in back.

7.1.4.6 Has no gaps between the torso and the armor at the
armhole (that is, armor is flush against the torso).

7.1.4.7 Has continuous coverage along the front armhole
edge in the chest/bust area. Fig. 9 provides an example of lack
of continuous coverage in this area.

7.1.4.8 When seated, has front panel coverage that verti-
cally extends from the suprasternal notch at the base of the
neck to the top of the duty belt.

NOTE 3—This vertical coverage when seated appears differently when
standing; there is expected to be a small gap of less than 2 in. (5 cm)
between the front panel and the top of the duty belt when standing to allow
the front panel to meet the top of the duty belt when seated. That 2-in. gap
may be approximated by checking to see that the gap is no more than two
to three finger widths. Fig. 10 provides an example of lack of vertical
coverage on the torso front.

7.1.4.9 Has back panel coverage that vertically extends
from the most prominent vertebra at the neck to near the top of
the duty belt. Fig. 11 provides an example of lack of vertical
coverage on the torso back.

NOTE 4—The bottom edge of the back panel should be level with the
bottom edge of the front panel.

7.1.4.10 Has side coverage that vertically extends from
within 3 in. (7.5 cm) of the armpit to near the top of the duty
belt.

NOTE 5—The bottom edge on the sides should be level with the bottom
edge of the front panel.

7.1.4.11 Has at least a 2-in. (5 cm) overlap of the front and
back panels on both sides. Fig. 12 provides an example of lack
of coverage on the side.

7.1.4.12 Has minimal to no gap between the armor edge and
the biceps when the wearer is in the preferred shooting stance.

7.1.4.13 Has no discontinuities at the upper and lower edges
of the overlap of the front and back panels. Fig. 12 provides an
example of such discontinuities.

7.2 Assessment Method:
7.2.1 Assessment categories are identified below, and de-

tailed steps for assessing each item are included in the sample
personal armor fit assessment form provided in Appendix X4:

7.2.1.1 Donning the armor with other duty gear.
7.2.1.2 Shooting stance with a handgun.
7.2.1.3 Shooting stance with a shoulder weapon.
7.2.1.4 Restraint operations.
7.2.1.5 Sitting position.
7.2.1.6 Vehicle operation.
7.2.1.7 Visual examination.
7.2.2 The wearer should perform each of the assessment

steps identified in Appendix X4 and document his/her obser-
vations.

NOTE 1—The unprotected “triangle” at the bust is of concern.
FIG. 9 Example Armor Showing Lack of Continuous Coverage

NOTE 1—The unprotected area between the bottom edge of vest and the
duty belt is of concern.

FIG. 10 Example Armor Showing Lack of Vertical Coverage on
the Torso Front
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8. Keywords

8.1 body armor; fit; measurement; wearer

NOTE 1—The unprotected area above the top edge of vest is of concern.
FIG. 11 Example Armor Showing Lack of Vertical Coverage on

the Torso Back

FIG. 12 Example Armor Showing Lack of Overlap on the Side and
Discontinuity at Upper Side Edge of Vest
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APPENDIXES

(Nonmandatory Information)

X1. SAMPLE ASTM MALE BODY ARMOR WEARER MEASUREMENT SHEET
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